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HAVE THE PLEASURE 
TO OFFER YOU



IN VIAGGIO CON BIBI
a Roma, in Puglia e a Napoli

Un’esperienza di 12 giorni in viaggio
per il Sud d’Italia con un’italiana

A 12-day experience traveling the 
South of Italy with your teacher 
Bibiana



JULY 24th – AUGUT 4th

On July 23th individual departures on flights booked 
directly by the participants OR THE AGENCY MAY ALSO 
PURCHASE THE TICKETS.



Primo d’arrivo: arrival day transfer airport / hotel, hotel 

accommodation, short walk, dinner and overnight.

Secondo giorno: full day in the “eternal city” .. strolling through its 

streets and admiring its ancient and modern beauties. Dinner and 

overnight

We will stay in the VITTORIANO SUITE B&B



TERZO giorno: We’ll go to PUGLIA… back... Let's say goodbye to ROMA!

After breakfast, with our bus, we will move to Mottola.

Accommodation in hotel “La Vecchia Mottola”, dinner and overnight.



https://www.vecchiamottola.com/en/

The Villaggio Vecchia Mottola is made up of a group of 15 pleasant little houses 

distributed in the suggestive streets of the historic center of Mottola, in the 

province of Taranto. 

They offer the opportunity to appreciate the simplicity of a genuine and loyal 

way of life. Its roots far back in time, without sacrificing comfort.

We will have the opportunity to taste the excellent local cuisine, accompanied 

by a good primitive wine ... and not only!

We will be staying for four nights. 

https://www.vecchiamottola.com/en/


Quarto giorno: in the morning visit to Ostuni that's known for its 

whitewashed old town. Ostuni Cathedral combines Gothic, 

Romanesque and Byzantine elements, while the arched Porta San 

Demetrio is one of 2 remaining medieval gates.

A bit of sea and in the afternoon visit to Alberobello and its TRULLI, 

typical limestone dwellings that are remarkable examples of 

corbelled dry-stone construction. 

Dinner and overnight.



Quinto giorno: we’ll visit “I sassi di 
Matera” and then a bit of sea in 

Metaponto dinner and overnight.

”Sassi di Matera” well-known for their 

ancient cave dwellings inhabited since 
the Paleolithic period.

The "Sassi" have been described 
by Fodor’s as "one of the most unique 

landscapes in Europe". Along with the 
park of the Rupestrian Churches, it was 

named a World Heritage Site by UNESCO 
in 1993. 



Sesto giorno: Castellana Caves and Polignano. 

In the afternoon Rupestrian caves with guide 

in Mottola, dinner and overnight stay.



Settimo giorno: It's time for a change of 

scenery... We will move towards the south 

of Puglia in SALENTO... That represents a 

haven for sea lovers. Golden sandy beaches 

stretching around the coastline, cliffs and 

lagoons make Salento a hidden gem in 

Europe.

We will go to Punta Prosciutto - Porto 

Cesareo..

Will stay in B&B Stella dei Campi for three 

nights.



Lecce is known for its baroque buildings. In the central Piazza del Duomo, the 

Cattedrale di Lecce has a double facade and a bell tower. The Basilica di Santa Croce 

features sculptures and a rose window. Nearby are the Sant’Oronzo Column, a Roman 

column topped with a bronze statue of the city’s patron saint, and the sunken 

Roman amphitheater.

Otranto is home to the 15th-century Aragonese Castle and 11th-

century Otranto Cathedral, with a rose window and ornate mosaic 

flooring. At the harbor, Torre Matta tower has sweeping sea views.

Torre Dell'Orso is one of Salento jewels on the Adriatic coast 

with a gorgeous beach with fine white sand, protected by two 

rocky cliffs and a crystal clear sea ...

dinner and overnight stay.
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Nono giorno: 

Gallipoli the historic center is on an 

island off the mainland, It’s houses 

several churches and its Castle 

which includes the Rivellino tower, 

detached from the main building. 

Across the bridge, on dry land, is the 

Greek Fountain, dating back to the 

Renaissance.

Porto Selvaggio is a naturally 

preserved park on the Ionian Sea. It 

is 7km from Nardo’ with its historic 

centre is compact with a beautiful 

square and cathedral.



Decimo giorno: let's start going back... Let's say goodbye to Puglia and 

go say hello to NAPOLI!

Arrival to the hotel accommodation, short walk, dinner and overnight.



UNDICESIMO giorno: full day in NAPOLI .. strolling 

through its streets and admiring its ancient and 

modern beauties. Dinner and overnight



Dodicesimo giorno: transfer to 
the airport and departure for 
the return



PARTICIPATION FEE

2950 per person, included: 

• 11 overnight stays with breakfasts included

• All transfers with a driver solely dedicated 

to our group

• 8 dinners at selected restaurants

• 3 lunches at selected restaurants

• Personal Italian tour guide (Bibiana) for all 

trip long

• 1 hour of Italian lessons everyday

• Entrances to museums (if any)

• Medical and baggage insurance

Airfare is not included but ManGoTour can book and coordinate for you.


